2020 ARHF Jupiter Locals Reef
The Andrew “Red” Harris Foundation
(ARHF) is a 501c3 non-profit. We will
match donations up to $25,000 for
construction of the “2020 ARHF Jupiter
Locals Reef” to encourage local residents
to contribute to the construction of a
beautiful new reef for the benefit of all
who enjoy our local marine environment.

The reef will be made with huge 3 ton 4’ x 6’ boulders deployed in a pile a mile off the Jupiter
inlet in 60 feet of water. This will be the 11th boulder reef the Andrew “Red” Harris Foundation
has built in partnership with Palm Beach County Environmental Resource Management, the
Army Corp of Engineers artificial reef construction permit holder. We have also built and
deployed over 600 of our 4 ton “Coral Head” and “Hollow Boulder” modules that we designed.
The ARHF donates materials we construct (our 4 ton “Coral Head” modules), or boulders that we
purchase to Palm Beach County. The county contributes towards the cost of the offshore
deployment, places the reefs on permitted north county sites off Jupiter and Juno Beach that the
ARHF selects and manages the process from trucking through deployment.
If we raise $25,000 it will be a 250 ton 14’ tall, 60’ diameter reef structure with deep
passageways for large fish and smaller protected areas for small fish. If we raise $50,000 we will
build a 500 ton 20’ tall, 90’ diameter reef structure. That would be an amazing sight!
We will be giving donors a beautiful long sleeve sunshirt with our logo on the chest and the
“Red’s Ride East” Jupiter Inlet at sunrise artwork, or our logo on the back. The byline will read,
“Jupiter Locals Reef 2020 Donor” to recognize your support of Jupiter’s marine environment.
Tax deductible donation options include:
Reef Donor $1,000+ (includes 4 shirts)
Make a personal or corporate donation. Does your employer match employee donations?
Boulder Donor $200 (includes 2 shirts)
Shirt Donor $50 (includes 1 shirt)
Donations can be made with credit cards at through our http://andrewredharrisfoundation.org
website. with cash or check payable to the Andrew Red Harris Foundation or in person at the
Jupiter Seafood Festival 2/23 – 2/24 at Carlin Park.
Our mailing address is Andrew Red Harris Foundation 18230 River Oaks Dr Jupiter, Fl 33458
Our phone numbers are: Scott Harris 561-718-7348 Martha Harris 561-718-0072

